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INTERPRETERS ABROAD
Onsite and online events

Remote
Simultaneous
Interpreting
Remote Simultaneous Interpreting (RSI)
is a revolutionary interpreting technology
powered by our cloud-based platform.
It allows professional simultaneous
interpreters to work remotely providing
live translation for events taking place
in a diﬀerent location or online.
RSI can be used at multilingual
conferences and web meetings of any
size, ranging from small workshops
to large international conferences.

BENEFITS

Flexibility
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY
Interpreting services at any event, anytime and anywhere
for any number of languages and any size of audience.

INTEGRATION
Compatible with all online web conferencing apps and online
meetings platforms (e.g. Zoom, Teams etc).

EASY-TO-USE FOR PARTICIPANTS
For onsite events, participants can use traditional infrared
or radio receivers. If the event is online, they can listen to the
remote interpretation using a mobile app on their smartphone
or via our multilanguage platform, fully integrated with all web
conferencing apps (e.g. Zoom, Teams, Skype etc).

PROFESSIONAL SET UP
Interpreters and technicians are working remotely from
a controlled environment.

7/24 GLOBAL SERVICE
Language and technical support available 24/7.

BENEFITS

High Quality
HIGH AUDIO AND VIDEO QUALITY
Full-band audio (20kHz bandwidth/48kHz sample rate)
which provides crystal-clear sound and high quality
video streaming.

BEST INTERPRETERS WORLDWIDE
Thanks to our global network of experienced simultaneous
interpreters, we can select the best professionals for any
language combination.

EVENT MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
We provide project management, remote technical support
before and monitoring during the event.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Best practices for network security, a 128-bit encryption is used
across all communication streams. SRTP encryption is used for
media, and DTLS-SRTP for sensitive negotiations.

BENEFITS

Efficiency
High Quality

SAFE
It allows social distancing and implementation of safety
measures against the spread of COVID-19.

$ COST-SAVING SERVICE
Utilize the best interpreters worldwide and reduce the total
cost of interpretation for an event by up to 50%.

REDUCE LOGISTICS
No more hassle and additional overhead costs to cover
accommodation and travel expenses for interpreters.

ECO-FRIENDLY SUSTAINABLE INTERPRETING
Protect the environment by reducing your CO2 footprint
traveling.

BENEFITS

Why Should You
Use Remote
Simultaneous
Interpretation?
Our remote simultaneous interpretation services offer
many advantages:
It allows you to have your multilanguage event while
protecting participants from COVID-19 thanks to its
integration with all web conferencing apps and online
meeting platforms.

$ Cost reduction with savings of up to 50% on
accommodations or transport costs for interpreters.
Access to the best interpreters worldwide without
any geographical constraints.
No limits on available languages (including rare languages).
Ability to cover short notice events.
Utmost confidentiality and network security.
Sustainability and reduction of carbon footprint.

NO HEAVY EQUIPMENT

Technical
Requirements
The only technical requirement is the availability
of a dedicated internet connection for all
participants (min. 10Mb/s download)
and a computer and/or smartphone.
We will take care of the rest.

INTERPRETERS
ABROAD
WEB CONFERENCING

Compatibility
and Integration
Our remote interpreting technology is
compatible with all web conferencing
and online meeting apps.
Zoom
MS Teams
Google Meet
GoToMeeting
Skype for Business
Cisco WebEx
And many more

MULTILANGUAGE PLATFORM

The Langpros
online multilanguage
platform
The Langpros online multilanguage platform
can also function as a web conferencing tool
with full integration of all the languages
needed for the virtual event.

REMOTE VS TRADITIONAL INTERPRETING

Cost
COMPARISON
Example of a two-day conference with
2 languages and 100 participants.
Costs are signiﬁcantly reduce as travel,
accommodation and additional expenses
for interpreters are avoided and technical
equipment installation and renting costs
are reduced.

Quality

Flexibility

CASE STUDY 1

RSI for Event
in Abu Dhabi
January 2019. Annual meeting of a big multinational
company held in Abu Dhabi.

LANGPROS RSI SOLUTION:
Remote interpretation for 5 languages
Interpreters located in France, Germany, Italy, Russia and Poland
accessing the remote interpretation platform on their computers
Langpros Translation worked on-site whist providing remote
support for interpreters

THE AUDIENCE:
200 participants of different nationalities
Integration with traditional interpretation equipment
(FM receivers)

CASE STUDY 2

RSI for Online
Workshops
Series of online workshops for a large Saudi multinational
corporation having operations and investments in several
countries around the world.

CHALLENGE
Deliver online and interactive training sessions in Arabic and
English for marketing departments located in Egypt, UAE,
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and India using a web
conferencing app.

SOLUTION
Two senior interpreters working remotely from home and
using our RSI technology, delivered simultaneous interpreting
on two separate audio channels for over 6 hours a day.
Both the interpreters and the participants were assisted
by our online technicians and project managers during
the whole project ensuring the best possible customer
experience.

OUR HAPPY CLIENTS

OUR TEAM

Get in touch!
For any translation and / or interpreting
requirements, do not hesitate
to contact our team.
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Tanya

Nishant

We will be happy to assist
you and provide all the necessary
information for you to choose the service
that best suits your needs.
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Mail: info@langpros.net
Oﬃce 1506, Latifa Tower - Dubai
+971 4 3434 753 | +971 55 2870149

For a free demo contact us at:

interpreting@langpros.net

We’re also on

